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MISSION STATEMENT
In partnership with parents and guided by the Gospel, we seek to educate students to
the highest standards of the classical tradition, so that they may grow in the knowl-
edge, wisdom, and love of our Lord, and more ably use their gifts in the service of
others, and for the glory of Christ and His Church.

ABOUT HIGHLANDS LATIN SCHOOL

CHRISTIAN
Our faith statement is the Apostles’ Creed, the most ancient and widely accepted expression of the 
essential beliefs of the Christian faith. Highlands Latin teaches and upholds traditional Christian 
morality and the Holy Scriptures as the divinely inspired word of God. Highlands Latin warmly 
welcomes families of other faiths, but we ask that you respect our distinctive Christian identity. In 
all of our instruction we are respectful of other faiths, while humbly maintaining the truths of our 
Christian faith. 

CLASSICAL
The intensive study of the Latin develops the mind of students as no other subject can. Students 
who have learned how to learn with Latin become better students in all other subjects. The study 
of the classical languages and the Greek/Roman classics provides a path to wisdom and knowledge 
that cannot be attained by any other method. In the tradition of Western civilization, education 
and classical education have always been synonymous. Classical education can be distinguished 
from modern education in that it does not neglect the important first step of giving students the 
classical tools for both intellectual development and for understanding their classical, Christian 
heritage.

TRADITIONAL
Although many experimental innovations have been tried by schools during the last century, none 
have been able to duplicate the success of the traditional classroom. In the traditional classroom, a 
knowledgeable, enthusiastic teacher carefully leads students into an understanding of each subject. 
Classrooms are quiet, orderly, and disciplined. Lessons are incremental and geared toward mas-
tery. Students learn the skill of quality written work completed in a timely manner. Homework is 
given for the purpose of practicing a skill or preparing for a lesson. The traditional classroom is 
consistent with human nature, and the experience of many decades has demonstrated its superior-
ity over the modern student-centered classroom.



GENERAL OVERVIEW
The HLS high school program is an excellent choice for motivated students who enjoy the 
challenge of learning and are in pursuit of a distinct college preparatory course of study. Our 
curriculum is unique in that the subject matter is integrated and builds upon previous study 
throughout the four years of high school. This format provides for greater retention and student 
enjoyment as they observe connections between various subjects.

All high school students take one class in each of the following six subject areas during each of 
their four years of high school:

 1. Math  
 2. Latin  
 3. Science  
 4. Classical/Christian Studies
 5. English Studies (Logic & Rhetoric)
 6. American/Modern Studies

Fine art and P.E. requirements are met through yearly participation in our upper school choir 
and our House-system’s Club Sports program. Our choral program not only provides a musical 
experience but an enhanced opportunity to rehearse and hone public speaking and presentation 
skills. Through our House program, students are developed into leaders and learn principles of 
teamwork and group interaction. 

Dual-credit, AP courses and additional electives are available to students through a variety of
colleges and online education providers. New students who are beginning a classical education
in high school are enrolled in beginning Latin courses and may select math and science courses
based on placement tests and guidance counselor recommendation.
 
We operate on a four-day class schedule that maximizes efficiency in the classroom and allows
students a three-day weekend with a flexible home study day to incorporate college visits, 
volunteering, internships, extracurriculars and appointments. Our community is comprised of 
and enriched by a diverse group of students from various backgrounds, communities, churches, 
abilities and perspectives. Together we enter this learning environment to encourage one another 
and spur each other on to strive for our best both in academics and Christian character.
 
In all our instruction, an emphasis is placed on development of study skills, time management, 
test preparation, and presentation skills, all of which equip students to move on to college cam-
puses and the adult world with confidence and impact. The HLS high school faculty consists of 
dedicated professionals who are both educators and have experience in various professions. Many 
hold Masters degrees in their fields and are highly committed to helping grow and develop the 
caliber of this distinct high school program. Our teachers are mentors who demonstrate a passion 
for learning and a commitment to Christian ideals of Character.



FACULTY

VINCE CUTRONA
Classical Studies, European History, Greek, Latin
M.A. Gordon Conwell Theological Seminary
B.A. History and Greek, Calvin College

Mr. Cutrona is a second- year teacher at HLS and brings his knowledge and love of history to the 
classroom in both classical studies and European history. He has a love for Latin and Greek and 
inspires our students to reach their highest potential in their studies. Mr. Cutrona enjoys teaching 
at HLS helping to provide one of the richest high school experiences he has seen.

CINDY DAVIS
Upper School Director, Geometry, Algebra I, Physics
M.S. Mechanical Engineering, Purdue University
B.S. Mechanical Engineering, University of Illinois

As a founding member of our high school program, Mrs. Davis has contributed to the develop-
ment of our math courses and science program. She fulfills many roles as both a math/science 
teacher and college advisor assisting our students every step of the way in the college application 
process. Mrs. Davis also helps support and train our teachers in the Upper School and facilitates 
communication between parents and the school as our Upper School Director.

DONNA GRACE DICKMEYER
Biology, Chemistry, Anatomy & Physiology, Math 7
B.S. Biochemistry, Wheaton College

Mrs. Dickmeyer joined HLS in 2013, and has been sharing her passion and love for science with 
our students ever since. Many of her students leave her courses with a newfound interest in the 
sciences. Our graduates report how well prepared they are for their college courses because of 
their work in her classes.

AMY FATA
Chorale
M.S. Vocal Performance, Butler University
B.A. Choral Music Education, Huntington University

Mrs. Fata has been developing our choral program at HLS since we opened in 2011. Not only do 
our students experience the expertise of a private music lesson, they are also learning how to be 
confident presenters before an audience and how to use tone and volume in communication. All 
our students participate in this unique choral experience and are well-trained to join future choir 
endeavors as they continue their education.



ANDREW GARRISON  
Latin, Government & Economics, European History
B.A. Biblical History, Indiana Wesleyan University
B.S. Social Studies Education, Indiana Wesleyan University

In 2012, Mr. Garrison joined the HLS team and has contributed significantly to the growth of the 
classical and modern studies courses in our high school. The students enjoy his class lectures and 
discussions as well as the enhanced interest he brings through his broad interest in both history 
and the classics.

LAURIE HIBBITT   
Upper School Admin. Asst., Logic, Rhetoric, Latin, Debate Team

Mrs. Hibbitt has been a central figure in developing our Logic and Debate program, bringing her 
expertise both teaching these subjects and coaching debate over the last 15 years. She is passion-
ate about teaching students how to think and develop sound reasoning along with articulate and 
convincing presentation skills. Mrs. Hibbitt desires for each of her students to be capable of think-
ing and arguing well. She loves teaching students the tools of our God-given rational faculties 
through logic, and building upon that foundation with persuasive argumentation and rhetoric. 
Her goal is to equip students with these language skills, so they may critically evaluate the ideas 
and issues facing them in the future.

JUDIE HUSTON
Principal, Latin
M.A. Counseling Psychology, Trinity Divinity School
B.A. Communications/Writing, Moody Bible Institute

Mrs. Huston has been Principal of HLS since 2011 and has taught Latin and Christian Studies. As 
a teacher at Highlands, she observes measurable growth in students each year due to the school’s 
focus on both content and academic skills training. Our students learn how to learn at increasing 
levels each year. The sky is the limit for a well-trained student!

JUSTIN KAUFFMAN
Latin, Greek, Christian Studies
M.A. Old Testament, Gordon Conwell Theological Seminary
M.A. Biblical Languages, Gordon Conwell Theological Sem.
B.A. Bible and Religion, Anderson University

Sharing a deep and profound love of language, Mr. Kauffman encourages our students to reach 
for their best in both Latin and Greek classes. His Old Testament background brings depth and 
interest to students’ understanding of the history and events which helped shaped the Biblical 
narrative.
 



ANDREA REINHARD
English Studies
B.A. Secondary English Education, Anderson University

Mrs. Reinhard has taught English literature at Highlands for 6 years. In the high school she shares 
her love and interest for literature teaching the Divine Comedy. This text gives students the unique 
opportunity to relate their study of the Aeneid and Roman history to this rich deep classical work.

BROOKE RIDDELL 
English Studies, Classical Studies, Shakespeare Club
M.F.A. Creative Writing, Indiana University
B.A. English Composition/American Lit., DePauw University
*Classical Teaching Apprenticeship with CIRCE Institute

Over the last five years, Mrs. Riddell has helped developed our high school literature and compo-
sition sequence. She has a great interest in helping students develop their writing ability through 
the analysis and study of literature. Mrs. Riddell has a passion for Shakespeare that is infectious 
and has led to a student initiated Shakespeare Club at HLS. Currently, Mrs. Riddell serves on our 
school board as a visionary and advocate for advancing the development of this unique classical 
education opportunity to families in our community.

HOLLY ROHRBACH
Algebra II, Pre-calculus, Calculus
M.S. Computer Engineering, University of Central Florida
B.S. Electrical Engineering, Colorado State University

Mrs. Rohrbach came to Highlands with a 20-year background in the field of electrical engineer-
ing. Her professional experience, paired with her interest in helping students build a solid founda-
tion in mathematics, equips students to reach their fullest potential. Mrs. Rohrbach sets an exam-
ple for her students of diligence and effort as the key to their success with math. 

SUSAN WIBLE
Algebra, House Director, Service Club
B.S. Accounting, Oral Roberts University

Since our school’s beginning in 2011, Mrs. Wible has been teaching Pre-Algebra and Algebra I to 
junior high and high school students. Her interest with students extends beyond academics as she 
developed the HLS Service Club to give our students the opportunity to practice the school mis-
sion of using their education to serve others. Mrs. Wible also heads our House program, coaching 
students in developing leadership skills. In addition to her classroom and student involvement, 
Mrs. Wible serves on our school board as treasurer and contributes oversight to the further devel-
opment of Highlands Latin School in our community.

 



HIGH SCHOOL COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

MATHEMATICS

Algebra 1 
Algebra I covers a logical and systematic approach to abstract mathematical concepts. It is the
first course in the college-bound math sequence: Algebra I, Algebra 2, Geometry, Pre-calculus,
Calculus. Algebra students master foundational algebra concepts, including number systems;
solving equations and inequalities; exponents and polynomials; factoring and applications; 
rational expressions; graphing linear equations; solving systems of linear equations; roots and 
radicals; and solving quadratic equations.

Prerequisites: Successful completion of Pre-Algebra with an A or B. Seventh grade Pre-Algebra
students should have an A in the course to continue in Eighth grade with Algebra I. Summer
remedial work is suggested for rising 9th grade students who earn below a B in Pre-Algebra.

Algebra 2
Algebra II builds on the concepts learned in Algebra I and prepares students to take Pre-Calculus.
Students develop skills in studying advanced algebra concepts, including complex numbers;
dividing polynomials; matrices; conic sections, exponential and logarithmic functions, sequences
and series, probability and statistics.

Prerequisite: Successful completion of Algebra I with an A or B

Geometry
Geometry is the mathematical study of points, lines, planes and their relationship to one another
in three-dimensional space. Students study foundational geometry topics: points, lines, planes,
and angles; parallel lines and planes; congruent triangles; quadrilaterals; inequalities in geometry;
similar polygons; right triangles and trigonometric ratios; circles; area of plane figures; surface
area and volume of figures; and coordinate geometry. Students learn how to make basic geometric
constructions using the traditional tool of straightedge and compass. Students develop their
deductive and inductive reasoning abilities through practice in proving theorems (formal and
informal).

Prerequisite: Successful completion of Algebra I & Algebra II

Pre-Calculus
Pre-Calculus is an extension of material studied in Algebra II and combines the study of advanced
algebra, trigonometry, and other topics preparing the student to take Calculus. The main topic is
the study of functions and their properties. Pre-Calculus blends concepts and skills that must be
mastered before enrollment in a college-level Calculus course. Topics included are functions and
their graphs, polynomial and rational functions, exponential and log functions, trigonometry,
matrices, sequences, series, probability, and conic sections. Training and use of a graphing 
calculator is a necessary skill for this course. Students should note that some college programs 
require this course for entrance to some programs of study.

Prerequisites: Successful completion of Algebra II with an A or strong B
 



CALCULUS, AB/ADV. PLACEMENT OR DUAL COLLEGE CREDIT
The study of Calculus introduces the concepts of differential and integral calculus in one variable.
Topics included are limits and continuity, derivatives, related rates, Rolle’s and Mean Value        
Theorem, curve sketching, integrals, Fundamental Theorem, integration techniques, and appli-
cations. This course provides students with the content required by the College Board for the AP 
Calculus test. Students interested in this test should be prepared for outside test preparation under 
the direction of the teacher. Use of graphing technology is required for this course. HLS math 
faculty work with students to enroll in the appropriate level Calculus course for their ability and 
personal interest. *This course meets the dual-credit tuition discount for juniors and seniors.

Prerequisites: Successful completion of Pre-calculus with a strong B or an A

Note:  HLS seniors who do not take Calculus may take a dual credit or on-line math course in 
Statistics or other mathematics that relates to their future goals.
 

SCIENCE

Physics I
This course is recommended for freshman as a foundational course for both Biology and 
Chemistry. The “physics first” approach is beneficial for many students because of its preparatory 
benefits for the high school sciences. Students will study energy, work, heat transfer and the atom-
ic model. Mathematics will be central to this course as students learn and apply math to scientific 
concepts. Historical figures will be alternated with scientific study to provide students a thorough 
and balanced understanding of the field of physics. Topics covered in this course include: the 
nature of scientific knowledge; motion and the medieval model of the heavens; Newton’s laws of 
motion, energy, momentum, atoms, matter and substances; heat and temperature; pressure and 
buoyancy; waves, sound and light; an introduction to electricity, DC circuits, fields and magne-
tism, and geometric optics.

Prerequisites: Algebra I or simultaneous enrollment in Algebra I

BIOLOGY
This class serves as an introduction to general biology topics such as cells and their cellular pro-
cesses, genetics, taxonomy, microbiology, the classification of animals, and the study of life in de-
tail. It stretches from the microscope to the global level. Through this course, students will master 
the following: application of the scientific method to biological questions; recognize Biology’s de-
pendence on chemical concept; compare and contrast eukaryotic and prokaryotic cell structures 
and functions; explain cell growth and division; describe the role of DNA and RNA in genetic 
characteristics; classification of organisms; foundations of biological literacy; and the variety of 
views concerning origin of life. Students will participate in numerous labs and dissections and 
learn the skill of technical writing for college level lab reports.

Prerequisite: Algebra I & Physical Science *See Math Science Track requirements



CHEMISTRY
In Chemistry, students observe and study the characteristics of substances and the changes they 
undergo when they mix and interact with each other. Through this course, students learn to think 
logically and critically while studying the following chemistry topics: elements, compounds and 
mixtures, the historical process of the atomic model, the basic trends of the periodic table, com-
pare covalent ionic and metallic bonding, names of chemical compounds, perform stoichiometric 
calculations. Students will participate in regular lab experiments and learn how to write thorough 
lab reports in a technical writing style and record their reports in excel format.

Prerequisite: Algebra I, Conceptual Physics or concurrently in Algebra II
 
ADVANCED PHYSICS
In today’s information age, understanding and critical thinking are essential skills for students.
Advanced physics encourages a deep understanding of the physical and logical principles by
which God has organized our universe. From understanding motion and mass-energy to matter
and magnetism, physics covers a breadth of topics from the everyday to the exotic. While it often
carries a reputation for being difficult due to the mathematics involved, physics is for anyone
looking to sharpen their problem solving and creative thinking skills or for anyone who has ever
asked, “When will I ever use this?” in a math class. Topics covered typically include kinematics
(consisting of motion, Newton’s Laws, energy, rotational motion, and static equilibrium), thermo-
dynamics (covering heat and different phases of matter), and waves (covering sound, electricity,
and magnetism).

Prerequisites: Successful completion of Algebra II with an A or strong B, Chemistry

ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY
As a continuation to the study of general biology, this course will focus on the structure and 
parts of the human body. Students will realize that the human body is “fearfully and wonderfully 
made,” and will also be prepared for a university-level anatomy course which is required in many 
medical professional programs. Some objectives for this course include: distinguishing between 
anatomy and physiology; recognizing structural organization; mastering the language of anatomy 
regarding anatomical positions, directional terms, body planes and body landmarks; discovering 
and explaining how systems are interrelated. Students will participate in various dissections to 
better understand and appreciate how we are “knitted” together. 

Prerequisites: Biology and Chemistry

 



HIGH SCHOOL MATH AND SCIENCE SEQUENCE
Grade Level  Track 1   Track 1   Track 2   Track 2
   Math   Science   Math   Science

9   Algebra 1  Physics 1   Algebra II  Biology

10   Algebra II  Biology   Geometry  Chemistry

11   Geometry  Chemistry   Pre-Calculus  Adv. Physics

12   Pre-Calculus  Anatomy &   Calculus  Anatomy &   
      Physiology or     Physiology  
      Adv. Physics     or dual-credit   
              
Class Possibilities
• Track 1 Math/Track 1 Science
• Track 2 Math/Track 1 Science
• Track 2 Math/Track 2 Science

Grade 9: Physics 1 vs. Biology
Students taking Physics 1 (Track 1) in Grade 9 gain an additional year to develop the study habits and ana-
lytical skills that are necessary for Biology, Chemistry, Anatomy & Physiology and Vector Physics course.
 • Students taking Biology in Grade 9 (Track 2) must meet the following criteria:
 • Earned an A in Algebra (8th grade)
 • Earned an A in Physical Science (8th grade)
 • Desire to tackle science and study at a higher level (9th grade)

Skills developed through Upper-Level science courses are:
• Unit conversions and solving equations
• Memory and application of large amounts of information
• Analytical & problem-solving skills
• Scientific writing (through lab reports)
• Microsoft Excel use for data analysis and lab reports
*Alternative math courses may be available based upon interest/need in grade 12.
**Calculus and Adv. Physics strongly recommended for students interested in STEM careers.



CLASSICAL LANGUAGES - LATIN AND GREEK

Latin Grammar I 
Using the Form Latin Series or Henle I, students new to Latin learn the first half of the Latin 
grammar covering the five declensions, four conjugations and adjectives. Grammar form and 
vocabulary memorization are the emphasis of this course. Translation is moderate and involve 
sample sentences that aid the goal of practice and retention of forms and vocabulary.

Prerequisites: None

Latin Grammar II
This course builds on the vocabulary, forms, and grammar in Latin; introduces the student to the 
passive voice of the four conjugations; covers pronouns, the subjunctive mood, comparative and 
superlatives, and 3rd declension adjectives. Students continue to translate model sentences that 
increase in length, helping students master the new grammar content.

Prerequisites: Successful completion of Latin Grammar I or equivalent course

Latin Grammar III
The second half of the Latin grammar is covered in this course, which includes the perfect pas-
sive system, pronouns, one and three termination adjectives, subjunctive verbs, and comparative 
adjectives and adverbs. Students begin translating more complex sentences and passages using the 
grammar and vocabulary learned and reviewed in the Third Form text.

Prerequisites: Successful completion of Latin Grammar II or equivalent course 

Latin Grammar IV
During this course, students complete the last quarter of the Latin grammar and begin translating 
historical texts and passages from Henle I. Special emphasis is placed on review and mastery of 
previous vocabulary and grammar forms as a preparation for future translation courses. Students 
begin translating longer passages in preparation for Caesar.

Prerequisites: Successful completion of Latin Grammar III

Translation I – Caesar
In this course, students will transition from memorizing grammar forms to mastering the ability 
to translate advanced passages, primarily from Caesar’s De Bello Gallo. Using Robert Henle’s sec-
ond year Latin text, the class will review grammar, build vocabulary, learn advanced syntax and 
Latin idiom while translating Caesar’s account of the war at a moderate pace. In addition to learn-
ing advanced Latin, students will also be practicing systematic thought, linguistic skills, analytical 
reasoning, and will gain an appreciation of a temporally and geographically distant culture. This 
includes an awareness of civics, law, and virtue in one of the world’s great civilizations.

Prerequisites: Successful completion of Latin Grammar IV



Translation II – Cicero
Building on the objectives of Translation I, students continue developing vocabulary, mastery of 
advanced syntax, and the ability to translate longer, more complex Latin prose passages. Texts for 
translation include Cicero’s “Oration against Catiline” (first and third orations), “The Impeach-
ment of Gaius Verres” (first and second hearings), and early Christian Latin from Church Fathers. 
Systematic thinking skills, analysis, and translation ability are emphasized, along with a consider-
ation of government, law, expression and effect using language and rhetoric.

Prerequisites: Translation I

Translation III- Latin Poetry & Literature
In this course, students begin the study of Latin poetry and literature using Virgil’s Aeneid (books 
1-6). A primary goal is increasing vocabulary and mastery of grammar and syntax to meet the 
difficulties inherent in poetic literature. Consideration is given to literary devices used in both 
Latin and English poetry. Special emphasis is placed on the Aeneid as an epic work functioning as 
a cultural expression of origins, civics, heroism, virtue and vice, and religion. Translation proceeds 
at a moderate to rapid pace.

Prerequisites: Latin Translation II or equivalent course

Translation IV – Latin Authors & Church Fathers
Translation IV is available to students as an alternate to AP Virgil during their senior year as a 
culmination to their Latin study. Texts for translation are as follows: classical Latin authors, such 
as Ovid, and Christian authors such as the early Latin Church Fathers in the form of sermons, 
commentaries, and encyclicals. Additional goals for this course are for students to recognize their 
mastery of Latin, to understand advanced language concepts, to appreciate literary excellence and 
rhetorical devices, and to analyze society and culture, ancient and modern, based on the greatest 
divinely given gift – language.

Prerequisites: Latin Translation III or equivalent course

AP Latin – Virgil
AP Latin is structured to meet national standards for advanced placement and accreditation in 
Latin. Students translate additional passages from Caesar’s De Bello Gallico at a more rapid pace. 
Students take vocabulary assessments, and translation quizzes daily to help prepare for the AP 
exam. The second half of this course covers translation of larger portions of the Aeneid (books 
1-12) at the accelerated pace. Students should expect to spend additional time outside of class 
preparing for the AP exam in May. Enrollment and fees for the AP exam are paid directly by the 
student to the College Board. 

Prerequisites: Successful completion of Translation I, II or III, as well as interest and motivation 
to take the AP test



Greek Grammar III
Students in this course are completing the second half of the Greek grammar taken in 8th grade 
from the Basics of Biblical Greek. Upon completion, students will proceed to a heavier emphasis 
on translating longer passages from the New Testament and advanced grammar concepts and 
syntax, including conditional clauses, verb aspect, and noun and case usage. Students will also 
further consider the meaning of language and communication in the original context and rhetor-
ical devices in Greek narrative, didactic, and poetic literature. In addition to translating from the 
New Testament, students will translate from the (LXX) Septuagint and early Christian literature.

Prerequisite: Successful completion of Greek Grammar II in 8th grade

Greek Translation I
Using the New Testament, portions of the Septuagint, early Christian literature and Hellenistic 
papyri, students apply their mastery of the Greek grammar with more rapid translations. The 
course continues to build Greek vocabulary and address advanced syntax and morphology when 
those issues arise. Students will take delight in their ability to read Greek and interpret it, which 
is a necessary step in translation. In addition, they will further their understanding of Biblical 
literature, reading about early Christian theology and philosophy. Critical thinking skills, advan-
tageous in any future endeavor, are strengthened, including analysis, deconstruction of a whole 
into constituent parts, reconstruction of parts into a coherent, meaningful whole, and careful, 
systematic reading.

Prerequisites: Completion of Greek Grammar 3 in 9th grade

Classical Greek
Through this course, students learn Classical Greek, which was the forerunner to Biblical (koine) 
Greek. A student’s previous knowledge of koine Greek will prepare them to learn what is distinct 
in Classical Greek as compared to koine Greek. Classical authors read during this course are Ho-
mer, Aeschylus, Plato and Aristotle.

Prerequisites: Greek Translation I

Greek Translation II
The apex of learning Greek, this class focuses on rapid translation of lengthier passages of both 
Classical and koine Greek. In addition, students consider morphology of Greek words, lexical 
drift as words slightly changed meaning, and advanced syntax and idiom. A student that has 
achieved this pinnacle, is prepared for any university classics program, personal enjoyment of 
Greek texts, read the New Testament in Greek, and advanced interpretative tasks such as a thor-
ough word study or concept study in the Greek New Testament.

Prerequisites: Greek Translation I and Classical Greek
 



AMERICAN/MODERN STUDIES

Modern European History I – 1400-1850
This is the first part of a two-year capstone course enabling the students to relate their knowl-
edge of the classical world and its influence on the formation and culture of Europe and the 
modern-day world. This course begins in 14th century Europe and proceeds through the early 
19th centuries covering the following events: growth of Europe, Medieval period, Renaissance, 
Reformation 30 Year’s War, Age of Enlightenment, French Revolution, and Napoleonic Europe. 
Students are taught how to analyze historical events and write short essays to support their per-
spective. Class format entails text reading, extensive note-taking from class lectures and chapter 
assessments.

Modern European History II – 1850-Present or AP European History
As a continuation to European History I, this course surveys the early 1500’s to present day. Class 
discussions and lecture cover a spectrum: the history of ideas during this time, biographies of 
important individuals, and an evaluation of key cultural developments in both Europe and Amer-
ica. Students will use both the text and primary source material as they continue to develop their 
writing and analytical skills. Historical events covered are: the Industrial Revolution, the devel-
opment of nation states in Europe, World War I & II, the Cold War, the rise of Communism, and 
social and environmental challenges in the 21st century.

Content from both European History I & II lay a strong foundation for students interested in taking 
the AP European history test. Students interested in the AP exam will receive additional materials 
and support documents to assist them in preparation for the test in May.

U.S. History
In this course, students engage in a comprehensive study of American history, emphasizing 
historical analysis. Covering the pre-Columbian era to the War of Terror, students will learn how 
to critically analyze history and present their informed views through persuasive writing essay 
assignments. Class discussions will focus on the political, economic and cultural trends, and their 
impact on America. 

U.S. Government
Using the Declaration of Independence, the Articles of Confederation, and the Constitution, stu-
dents explore the inner-workings of the government that shapes our nation, and learn about the 
statesmen who influenced the country. The texts used for this course are the Constitution and The 
Roots of American Order, by Russell Kirk. This course meets for 16 weeks followed by Economics 
during the 2nd and 3rd trimester.

Economics
This class is a study of the difference between classical and modern economics with an emphasis 
on the classical approach. Students are introduced to the basic human principles of economics as 
well as to great economic thinkers. Texts read in this course are Basic Economics, by Thomas Sow-
ell, Economics in One Lesson, by Hazlitt, and The Art of Commonplace, by Wendell Berry.



ENGLISH LITERATURE & COMPOSITION

Shakespeare & Composition
“He was not of an age but of all time,” says the bard’s contemporary, Ben Jonson, in his eulogy 
in the preface of the first Folio of 1623, a collection of thirty-six plays that friends put togeth-
er posthumously lest the genius of Shakespeare be lost to the passage of time. Understanding 
Shakespeare’s poetry with its Elizabethan dialect brings about understanding and appreciation; 
perhaps, even, a newfound love, and so the pacing of this class corresponds with comprehension 
and animated discussion. A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Julius Caesar, The Merchant of Venice and 
contemporary Christopher Marlowe’s, Dr. Faustus are read. Numerous argumentative papers are 
written around the characters and themes of the plays. Generating ideas and structuring a written 
argument are the composition focus alongside instruction in developing a research paper.

British Literature & Composition
This course continues the effort to enhance student facility with language and a deeper under-
standing of the human condition by reading two more plays by William Shakespeare and novels 
primarily of the Victorian era: A Tale of Two Cities, Frankenstein, Jane Eyre, Pride and Prejudice 
and A Heart of Darkness. Students continue honing skills of persuasion by writing basic essays 
as well as arguments entailing refutation. Figures of Speech: 60 Ways to Turn a Phrase by Arthur 
Quinn and The Lively Art of Fiction by Lucille Vaughn Payne are purposed for the aim of elevating 
style. Diagramming keeps grammar skills fresh and builds students’ confidence in the complexity 
of their own syntax.

American Literature & Composition
American literature begins in the late 1600s with a Puritan sermon by Jonathon Edwards and the 
poetry of Ann Bradstreet, continues into the revolutionary period dominated by political writ-
ings, which give way to America’s Romantic era. Students read texts from the aforementioned eras 
as well as Realism and Modernity. Alongside poets Longfellow, Whitman, Dickinson, and Frost 
– to name a few, are novels such as The Last of the Mohicans, The Scarlet Letter, Daisy Miller, Ethan 
Frome and The Great Gatsby. Writing focus this year is on literary analysis; style continues to be 
built upon with the help of Arthur Quinn’s book. Grammar and mechanics skills are maintained 
through daily diagrams and editing exercises.

Senior Thesis /Senior Seminar
Taken during the first semester senior year, students are personally coached and guided through
the process of writing a research paper from defining a topic to completion of the work. Students
select their own topic on which to write. In addition to demonstrating mastery of English
grammar, the goal of this paper is to intelligibly discuss a topic of interest which has been devel-
oped from previous study and add new information to their understanding. Many skills targeted
during this process are: formulating and developing ideas, articulating a focused topic, building
sentence structure and style, and referencing source materials according to MLS standards. Stu-
dents will have the opportunity in the last two weeks of class to formally present their paper.
In preparation for the humanities coursework at the college level, this class is more discussion-
based and student-driven than English Studies of previous years. Seniors have been trained
for and are expected to prepare thoughtfully written response papers on a regular basis and to
provide relevant prompts for the group. Some of the texts considered for this course are Hamlet,
Othello, A Canticle for Leibowitz, Till We Have Faces, A Picture of Dorian Gray, Robinson Crusoe 



and Tess of the d’Urbervilles, C.S. Lewis’ An Experiment in Criticism. Alongside the primary
texts the students are asked to consider the purpose literature should serve, and how does one
ready oneself to evaluate literature?

CLASSICAL LITERATURE

Greek Drama
This course is a survey of Greek dramatic literature introducing students to a selection of Greek 
plays with the goal of cultivating skill in reading and understanding dramatic and poetic forms. In 
addition, students will obtain a view into the Greco-Roman worldview and observe the influence 
of Greek drama on Western civilization and its relevance for the modern reader. Three Theban 
Plays, The Orestian Trilogy, Medea and Plays by Euripedes are the texts for this course.

Prerequisite: Greek History

Classical Political Philosophy - Cicero
On Obligations and The Republic, are two works by Cicero studied in this course on classical polit-
ical philosophy. These texts are among some of the most influential works in western society. The 
Republic became a later blueprint for the U.S. government almost 2,000 years after it was written. 
In Cicero’s work, On Obligations, he outlines solid principles for politicians to live by during the 
time when Rome was in decline. Through in class reading and discussion, students will contem-
plate Cicero’s theories of government and society noting their reference in today’s culture.

Prerequisite: Roman History, The Aeneid

The Divine Comedy
Building upon the works of Homer and Virgil, Dante’s work, The Divine Comedy, is an epic alle-
gorical poem that details Dante’s spiritual journey of redemption taking him through the pit of 
hell to a vision of God. This text blends both the classical and Christian tradition. Dante’s work is 
divided into three sections that parallel his journey as he travels with his guide, Virgil, through the 
Inferno, Purgatory, and Paradise. The 800-page work is filled with classical references with which 
the students have strong familiarity from their previous study of Greek and Roman figures. The 
study of history, an understanding of allegory, and deep personal reflection reveal how Dante’s 
journey is much like our own. 

Western Civilization Art & Architecture
Beginning with the classical world and ending with modernity, this capstone course traces the 
stylistic development of art and architecture. Students learn how to evaluate and classify famous 
paintings from various eras as well as learn how to identify and differentiate architectural features 
which have their basis in ancient structures. Near the end of the course, students will take a trip to 
the Chicago Museum of Art to see many of these works in person and to view classical architec-
ture features in downtown Chicago. This course is taken during a student’s junior or senior year.



LOGIC AND RHETORIC

Description of Formal and Material Logic
Logic is a course that thinks about thinking. Formal logic studies the fundamental instruments 
of human thought: concepts, judgements, deductive inference, and the expression of thought 
through terms, propositions, and syllogisms. Material Logic continues by examining the content 
or meaning of terms and propositions and learning the ten categories of being, the five types of 
predicates, and definition. Through Logic, students develop critical thinking tools for the human 
intellect to evaluate truth. Sound reasoning necessitates meeting a formal and material condition. 
Materially, arguments must have clear terms and true premises. Formally, arguments must infer 
valid conclusions. Formal and material logic equip students to formulate and utilize sound rea-
soning. Credit for Logic courses contribute to the English Studies credit.

Traditional Logic I 
Traditional Logic I is a course on how we form ideas, judgments, and arguments, and how we 
express them, with an emphasis on the structure of reasoning. Language concepts taught in this 
course involve the four kinds of logical statements, the four ways propositions can be opposite, 
and the seven rules of validity for syllogisms. 
 
Traditional Logic II
Traditional Logic II is a continuation of how we form ideas and judgements with a greater empha-
sis on the structure of reasoning in forming complex arguments. This class covers the four figures 
of the traditional syllogism, the three forms of rhetorical arguments, among other topics. This 
class includes a wealth of practical arguments and examples. 

Prerequisites: Traditional Logic I or review course 

ARGUMENTATION:
 
Material Logic
Material Logic is a study of the elements of rational thinking. Students will study how to define, 
classify, and identify the basic parts of language and thought. This course is useful in helping stu-
dents acquire critical thinking skills. Emphasis will be placed on Aristotle’s distinctions of the ten 
categories, the five predicables, and the four causes.

Prerequisites: None. Most students have taken Traditional Logic I & II

Classical Rhetoric
This course is a study in the skills of written and oral persuasion. Using Aristotle’s Rhetoric, 
students will study the principles of political philosophy, ethics and traditional psychology. Us-
ing model speeches, students will learn the essential elements of political, legal and ceremonial 
speeches, in addition to the elements of good character, the seven reasons people do things, the 
elements of virtue. Some sample speeches studied include: Marc Antony’s “Funeral Oration,” from 
William Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar and speeches by Abraham Lincoln. Students will prepare and 
practice giving persuasive speeches in class. 

Prerequisites: Traditional Logic I & II, Material Logic



 

CHRISTIAN STUDIES

Old Testament Survey & Ancient Cultures
This course is designed to lead students into a deeper and more comprehensive understanding of 
the Old Testament by studying the history, cultures and geography of the ancient Near East. God 
revealed his very nature to man through the Old Testament and his relationship with the Israelite 
nation. Students see how the Old Testament is one continuous narrative outlining who God is, 
what he has done, and what he plans to do. 
 
Inter-Testament Period & Josephus 
The Intertestamental Period covers the history and events during the 400 years between the Old 
and New Testaments. The main objective for this course is for students to obtain a knowledge of 
the political, religious, and cultural background of Jesus’ earthly ministry and the formation of the 
Church. This knowledge should equip each student to read the New Testament with increased un-
derstanding, and a greater ability to appropriately apply it. To achieve this objective, we will study 
the history of the period from Alexander’s conquest of Judea in 332 BC until the destruction of the 
temple in Jerusalem in 70 A.D., which is roughly the time between the Old and New Testaments, 
following closely the succession of High Priests. We also read an excerpt from Josephus’ “War of 
the Jews” so that students can engage with a firsthand account of the destruction of the Temple 
and Jerusalem.

New Testament Survey & Early Church History
Using the Book of Acts as the primary text, this course outlines the culmination of Old Testament 
events in the coming of Christ and the beginning of the Church. New Testament events coincide 
with much of the classical world giving students the opportunity to see how the intersection of the 
Greeks, Romans, and Hebrews was used in God’s plan to institute His Church. Readings include 
portions from the NT, Book of Acts, and The Early Church Fathers by Eusebius.

Christian Thought & Apologetics
In this course, students participate in a close reading of C.S Lewis’ Mere Christianity and G.K. 
Chesterton’s, Orthodoxy, and Fundamentals of the Faith by Peter Kreft. The goal and purpose are 
to better understand basic Christian apologetics and the elements of “mere” Christian doctrine 
that comprise the Christian faith. This is a one trimester class that involves both independent and 
in-class readings, and short response essays.

Augustine
The 5th century, Augustine of Hippo, is considered one of the most influential fathers of church 
history. In this course students read and study two of his works, City of God and Confessions. 
Considered a cornerstone of western thought, the City of God is a book of Christian philosophy 
written as a response to the accusations that Christianity had caused the fall of the Roman em-
pire. In this text, Augustine discusses many of the questions we still ask today; suffering of the 
righteous, the existence of evil, original sin and the conflict between free will and omniscience. 
Augustine’s second work, Confessions, records the story of his spiritual journey back to God and 
defends his turn from paganism to faith in God. Students will obtain a window into Augustine’s 
faith journey that demonstrates God’s love and grace toward mankind.
“You stir us to take pleasure in praising you, because you have made us for yourself, and our heart is 
restless until it rests in you.” -Augustine



MUSIC

Recent research has confirmed what educators have always known: music develops the mental 
abilities of students and increases academic performance. Music should not be studied for that 
reason alone, but rather because it is a universal language of enormous power. Students must be 
trained to discern and love what is good, true, and beautiful in all the arts, but especially in music.
Music completes the triad of universal languages, but it has its own special attributes not pos-
sessed by the other two. Mathematical at its base, music expresses thoughts and emotion with an 
almost divine power to touch the soul. Music is comparable to Latin in its potential to form the 
character of a student and define the culture of a school. Like Latin and mathematics, music is a 
core subject, required of students every year in the HLS high school program.
Students in 7th-12th grade are part of the Chorale choir which meets once weekly for 45 minutes. 
In choir, students learn techniques for training vocal production, music theory and sight-sing-
ing. The choral repertoire covers music of various eras and cultures and students experience the 
consummate joy of a well-trained voice joined to others in performing the masterworks of our 
western tradition.
 
Chorale performs three times a year at the HLS school Christmas and Spring concert, and at 
graduation in May. Attendance at and participation in concerts is mandatory, and part of fulfilling 
the course requirements for a fine arts high school credit.
“A school without music is like a body without a soul.” – St. John Bosco

 

HLS HOUSE SYSTEM

In keeping with our mission statement, it is our desire to provide support and encouragement 
among our students in their pursuit of academic excellence and to develop opportunities for ser-
vice and leadership within our school. One vehicle used to accomplish this with the HLS Upper 
School students is the House system.

Origins & Description of the House System
The House system finds its origins in the British boarding schools and those modeled after them, 
where students ate, drank and slept in individual houses during the school term. Both competi-
tion and camaraderie existed among members of the houses as well as many memorable tradi-
tions that enhanced the school environment. Some of the many benefits students derive from the 
House system are leadership opportunities, teamwork, service projects, friendly intramural sports 
competitions, and peer accountability for academic excellence.



House System at Highlands Latin School
Students in 7th-12th grade are divided into four Houses named for the patron saints of the British 
Isles; Andrew, David, George and Patrick. Each week the Houses gather for a Rec activity or for an 
intramural Club Sport tournament. House meetings are held each month for students to plan and 
implement activities for their House and the high school, and to strategize ways to work together 
as they pursue the coveted House cup trophy awarded at the end of the school year.
Two faculty oversee and provide direction to the House leadership and its members throughout 
the year. Students learn how to conduct a meeting according to the Roberts Rules of Order. They 
also can participate in planning and implementing one service project for their House. The House 
meeting time is also a time to encourage fellow students in management of their study schedule 
and grades.

House Leadership
Various House leadership positions are appointed by the HLS administration. Each House office 
will be held to the specific responsibilities for their role by their faculty supervisor.

Head of House: This position is chosen by the faculty based on the level of maturity, responsibility 
and participation they have displayed. The Head of House presides at House meetings and reports 
directly to the faculty supervisor.

House Tenant: In this position, the individual presides at the meetings and exists as a “right hand 
man” to the Head of House.

House Scribe: This person is the guardian of clear communication between the House leadership 
and the House membership, other Houses and the student body. Students are voted into this role 
by members of their House.

House Historian: One student is appointed by the faculty advisors to record special memoirs of 
the year’s House activities. The Historian adds to the scrapbook with pictures, notes and stories as 
a memory of the House events and accomplishments for the year.

Competition in the House System
The purpose of the House system at Highlands is to provide an outlet for a healthy level of compe-
tition and camaraderie among students. Throughout the year students engage in friendly compe-
tition to earn points for their House in some of the categories listed below. House points will be 
accumulated during the year and the House with the most points will win the House cup at the 
end of the year.

 • Academics: GPA, class attendance, and preparedness
 • Athletics: Club Sports – volleyball, ultimate frisbee, soccer, basketball
 • Community Service: planning and preparing a service project 
 • Spirit Award: participating in school community events with a kind and cheerful attitude
 • Themed Competitions: Renaissance Man, Faculty/Student Basketball



AP & DUAL CREDIT COURSES

Dual Credit College Courses
Junior/Senior students who have completed our math and science courses through Adv. Physics 
and Calculus may take dual credit college courses either on-line or through a local college. 
Students should discuss their course interest with the upper school director during their college 
planning meetings.

Seniors who are not enrolled in Calculus may take a dual credit math course to meet the HLS 
four-year math requirement.

AP Courses
The HLS high school curriculum covers a large part of the content for the AP subjects listed 
below.  Interested students may elect to take an AP exam in one of these courses or in another 
course of their choice.  Students may also take an AP course through an on-line provider.  Stu-
dents seeking AP courses and credit should meet with the upper school director to discuss their 
interest.

Courses
 • AP European History 
 • AP Calculus    
 • AP Virgil  
 • AP Literature & Compositions  

STUDENT SERVICES

Guidance Counseling
The Upper School Director will meet yearly or as needed with each student to advise them in 
selecting an optimal course program to meet the academic goals and ability of each student. These 
meeting will take place in March and April following our February reenrollment.

Academic Coaching
Faculty and administrators meet individually with students as needs arise to help them develop 
time management strategies, and effective study methods, conducive to mastery and retention of 
material.

Students may schedule a meeting at any time. During each mid-trimester point, teachers will 
schedule a one-on-one student conference with any student averaging a C or below in their 
course. Parents will be notified of the conference and may follow up with the teacher for addition-
al information as needed.



College Advising
Students are coached through all aspects of preparing for and applying to college, including:
 • PSAT, SAT, ACT, CLT test preparation and scheduling
 • Study skills that transfer to college
 • Preparing for and scheduling college visits and interviews
 • College representatives visiting HLS
 • Annual College Information Night
 • Individual meetings with juniors to track college visits and possible majors
 • Individual meetings with seniors to track application process
 • Counselor reports for college applications
 • Letters of recommendation for college and scholarship applications
 • Transcripts submitted for college applications
 • Final Transcript submitted to selected college
 
Graduation Requirements
Highlands Latin School has an integrated course of study that leads to a high school diploma of 
the highest quality. The HLS diploma meets and exceeds the requirements for the Indiana Core 
40 with Academic Honors and provides all students an educational experience with a depth and 
breadth of content that many schools’ curricula attempts to achieve through AP courses offerings. 
HLS transcripts include course descriptions and book lists so that colleges may understand the 
nature of our curriculum and the level of reading our graduates have experienced.

Each credit represents one year’s work in a 3-4-hour course.
 • Math   4
 • Latin   4
 • Science  4
 • English Studies 6
  (includes logic and rhetoric)

 • American  4
   /Modern Studies

 • Classical/
  Christian Studies 4
 • Chorale 
  (¼ credit/year) 1
 • Club Sports/PE 
  (¼ credit/year) 1
_____________________________________________________________________________
Total 28 credits *
*Note: Credits double to 56 on the Indiana two credit scale.
Students who complete the entire course of studies with a 3.5 GPA are eligible for an Honors Di-
ploma. Graduates are not ranked or given a designation of Valedictorian or Salutatorian.



Transcripts
Detailed transcripts are provided for seniors applying to colleges. They include a complete list of 
books and curriculum used for each course so that colleges can understand the comprehensive 
level of work accomplished by our graduates during their four years at HLS. Students transferring 
into our program will have their previous coursework included with their HLS courses. A sample 
transcript is located at the back of this catalog for your reference.

SENIOR EVENTS

Senior Finals
Seniors who maintain a B average in any course are eligible to waive the final exam or last test of 
that specific course. Teachers will notify students who qualify for this exemption.

Graduation Luncheon
The junior class plans and presents a special themed lunch to recognize and honor seniors as they 
prepare to move forward to their next venture. The entire high school attends and participates in 
some great food and fun activities planned by our junior class and volunteer parents. This event 
occurs in early May.

Graduation Ceremony
A graduation ceremony is held in honor of our graduates during the third week of May. Family 
and friends are warmly invited. Each senior is given an option to participate in the ceremony by 
contributing a speech, song or prayer as part of the program. Additional fees of $100-150 apply 
for graduation attire, the diploma, and ceremony.
 

HLS SPONSORED EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

National Latin Exam
In March, all HLS students take the National Latin Exam, sponsored by the American Classical 
League. This exam provides a testing experience that measures our students’ progression in Latin 
according to national norms. Each year our students continue to excel on higher level exams. Se-
niors who earn a gold medal are eligible for a scholarship from the NLE. Testing feel for the NLE 
is included in student tuition.

Debate Club
HLS has affiliated with the Indiana High School Forensic Association (IHSFA) to provide aca-
demic competitive speech and debate opportunities to our students. The speech and debate topics 
and events are governed by the National Speech & Debate Organization (NSDA). Students who 
participate in these events find them fun, engaging, and especially competence building. Club 
members learn to speak confidently, and logically, use evidence skillfully, organize thoughts, and 
appeal to their audience on many levels. Confident speakers and debaters are often viewed as 
leaders in whatever field they choose. There is an additional fee for participation in debate which 
covers materials, IHSFA membership and tournament fees.



Shakespeare Club
During January and February, this club meets to study a work of Shakespeare and to participate 
in a dramatic rendering of the work studied. Students are heavily involved in the interpretation, 
planning, and preparation for the play under the direction of a faculty member. In August, mem-
bers of this club take an annual trip to the American Shakespeare Center in Staunton, Virginia. 
The students have an opportunity to attend a Shakespeare play in a replica theater and participate 
in special classes given by the performers.
    
Yearbook Club 
Students in Yearbook Club are taught the fundamentals of graphic layout and design, writing and 
editing text, and work as a team to take pictures and design the theme for the yearbook. 

Hand Bell Choir 
This weekly ensemble is dedicated to learning the fundamentals of hand bells and performing 
traditional and contemporary music. It encourages students to work as a team to teach musicality 
through listening and note reading. Club members can perform at various times during the school 
year. 

Service Club 
This club focuses on serving the Indianapolis community through various projects such as serving 
dinner at Riley hospital, Milkshake Monday at Kindred Rehabilitation Center, LYN House and 
Harvest Food Bank. A student president and vice president help plan and organize service events 
under the direction of a faculty advisor.

High School Fall Retreat
The fall retreat is a great opportunity for high school students to welcome new students and build 
community as we begin the year. The retreat could be a day outing or overnight trip. Previous 
trips e boating enjoyed by the high school include boating and a picnic at Eagle Creek, hiking and 
ziplining in Brown County, and solving a series of group challenges at an overnight leadership 
retreat at Camp Tecumseh. High School faculty members and parent volunteers attend and chap-
erone this retreat. 

Europe Trip
After studying the literature, history and geography of places like Greece and Rome, students can 
take a capstone trip to Italy and Greece to see first-hand the places they have been learning about 
during their time at Highlands. This trip is organized and booked through a local travel agen-
cy. One parent should plan to attend with their student. HLS faculty may travel along as a tour 
member but are not present in a supervisory capacity. Parents may make arrangements with other 
parents to chaperone their student’s trip.



HLS Student Community Extra-Curricular Activities
 • Indianapolis Youth Chorale
 • Community Youth Theater/CYT
 • Lions Basketball
 • Lions Football
 • Kings Baseball
 • 4-H
 • Conner Prairie Youth Interpreter
 • Congressional Medal
 • VEX Robotics

 

HLS HIGH SCHOOL 4 YEAR SCOPE & SEQUENCE

GRADE 9  CLASS HOURS    COURSE   HOME 
STUDY
Math   4    Algebra I   4
       or Algebra II

Science   3    Physics I   3
       or Biology

English Studies 4
 
Shakespeare 
& Composition 4

Latin/Logic  3/2    Latin Grammar 1  3
       to Translation I

Classical/Christian St.  2    OT Survey & 
       Ancient Cultures/
       Greek Drama   3

Modern Studies 2    Modern European 
       History 1500-1850  2

    18 hours        18-21 hours



GRADE 10  CLASS HOURS   COURSE   HOME STUDY
Math   4    Algebra II   4
       or Geometry

Science   3    Biology   4
       or Chemistry

English Studies 4    British Literature 
       & Composition  4

Latin/Material Logic 3/2    Latin Grammar 2 
       to Translation II  3

Classical/Christian St. 2    Intertestamental Period
        & Josephus & Cicero  3

Modern Studies 2    Modern European 
       History 1850-Present  3

    18 hours        21 hours

GRADE 11  CLASS HOURS   COURSE   HOME STUDY
Math   4    Geometry 
       or Pre-Calculus  4

Science   3    Chemistry or 
       Adv. Physics or A&P  4
 
English Studies 5    American Literature 
       Anthology  and
        Classical Rhetoric  4
Latin   3    Latin Grammar 3 to 
       Translation III   3

Classical/Christian St. 2    New Testament Survey & 
       Early Church History
 
Divine Comedy 3

Modern Studies 2
 
U.S. History  3
    
   19 hours        21-23 hours



GRADE 12   CLASS HOURS  COURSE  HOME STUDY
Math   4   Pre-Calculus/Calculus 
      or Probability & Statistics 4/5

Science  3   Anatomy & Physiology 
      or Adv. Physics  4

English Studies 3   Senior Seminar 
      & Senior Thesis  4

Latin   3   Translation IV /AP Virgil 
      or Latin Grammar 4  3

Classical/Christian St. 2   Christian Thought & 
      Apologetics 

Western Civ. Art 
& Architecture  3

Modern Studies 2 

Government
 & Economics  3

    17 hours       21-23 hours

 

HLS Homework Planning Guidelines
HLS operates in a unique format which models a university class schedule. Classes meet on alternate 
days for either one, two or three class sessions. Students are required to pre-read material for class 
lectures as well as spend time studying material between class meetings. Cumulative exams are given 
in most subjects throughout the year with final exams taking place in May. Establishing a consistent 
distraction free study and review plan is key to becoming a successful student at HLS and later in col-
lege. The following guidelines are to help both students and parents gauge the amount of time to plan 
for each course and to create a routine study schedule that allows for family time, extra-curricular 
activities and plenty of rest.

Maximum Weekly Homework Time Per Course:
 • Algebra 2: 3-4 hrs. max. (no more than one hour in a day)
 • Latin: 2-3 hrs. max. (no more than 30 min. in one day)
 • Biology:  3-4 hrs. max. (no more than one hour in a day)
 • Modern St.: 2-3 hrs. max. (no more than 30 min. in a day)
 • English St. 3-4 hrs. max.  (45 minutes, four days a week)
 • Christian St. 2-3 hrs. max.  (1 hour two times a week) 



Example - Distributed Homework Schedule: 

    Monday  Tuesday  Wednesday  Thursday Fri.-Sun.
MATH   1 hr.   30 min.    45 min.  45 min. 45 min.
LATIN   30 min.   30 min.    30 min.  30 min. 
SCIENCE  1 hr.   1 hr.    30 min.  
ENGLISH ST. 45 min.   45 min.    45 min.  45 min.
MODERN ST. 30 min.   30 min.    30 min.  30 min.
CLASSICAL/ 

CHRISTIAN ST.1 hr.   45 min. 
Totals 5 hrs. 3.5 hrs. 2.5 hrs. 2.5 hrs. 2.5 hrs.

Note: Effective use of 2-3 weekly study halls and in-class work time reduces daily homework amounts 
by 1-2 hrs.

Suggested Daytime Study Hours:
  Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Fri.-Sun.
Timeframe 9:00 – 3:00 2:00 - 5:30. 6:00 – 8:30 6:00 – 8:30 2.5 hrs.

Note: Student homework after 10:00 p.m. is least effective and competes with readiness for class the 
next day. We strongly encourage a cut-off time of 10:00 p.m. as a habit to develop daytime study 
routines.
 

GRADES AND ACADEMIC INTEGRITY

HLS GRADING SCALE
100-91 A
90-89 B+
88-82 B 
79-76 C
81-80 C+
75-70 D
69 & below F

GRADING PHILOSOPHY
Grades at HLS represent a balance of assessments or papers, homework completion, readiness 
for and participation in class, and adherence to deadlines. As a result, these grades provide useful 
feedback to the student to make valuable judgments on how to make adjustments and improve-
ments in study skills and time management.



Teachers personally grade assigned work and provide feedback for students to monitor their 
progress. All student work is filed in a Resource Notebook for parents, students and teachers to 
review at any time throughout the year. Students are encouraged to apply the following formula to 
their classes at HLS:

 • Complete assignments thoroughly and on time
 • Attend class regularly
 • Focus on learning not grades
 • Ask questions
 • Apply feedback from teachers

The emphasis in our program is on student growth and development and not grade achievement. 
Students who apply these measures experience success at Highlands and grow both as students 
and people. “A” students, A/B students and B/C students all leave our program prepared to be 
successful college students or young adults in the workforce.

GRADING SYSTEM
The on-line grading system, THINKWAVE, is utilized by teachers to record grades and is avail-
able for both students and teachers to view on a regular basis. A student ID number will be given 
to each student to log in and check their grades. Grades are updated weekly by noon of each 
week. Larger cumulative tests or papers may take longer than a week to grade and teachers will 
notify those students when they will appear on THINKWAVE.

ACADEMIC INTEGRITY
Students at HLS are expected to conduct themselves with the highest level of academic integrity 
that befits our standards as a classical and Christian school. Students should hold a commitment 
to work and speak with truthfulness, trustworthiness and transparency.
All work submitted at HLS is expected to be completed by the student alone without assistance 
from outside sources, other students, parents or previous work submitted. Please see the guide-
lines below for academic integrity:

CHEATING
 • Using unauthorized notes
 • Using aids or information on an examination
 • Altering a graded work prior to returning it to a teacher
 • Allowing another person to do your work and submitting it for a grade

FABRICATION
 • False signature
 • Failure to cite a source
 • Changing a letter grade



PLAGIARISM
 • Submitting material that is all or in part not your own, without identifying the source

OBTAINING AN UNFAIR ADVANTAGE
 • Looking at an exam prior to the time it is taken (graded or ungraded)
 • Inquire details from another student before a make- up test

HLS COURSE WITHDRAWAL POLICY
High School students are required to take six courses in each of our subject areas during their 
four years of high school. In rare instances, if a student is encountering challenge in an upper level 
math or science course (Pre-Calculus, Calculus, Adv. Physics or Anatomy & Physiology) they may 
consult with the administration about withdrawal and replacement of that course.

The Upper School Director will discuss options with students at the five- week mid-term of the 
first trimester if they determine a student is struggling in a course.

Withdrawal/Replacement options are as follows:
 • Withdraw at the five-week mid-term, no record on transcript, replace with IOA or dual   
  credit course
 • Withdraw after five weeks and receive a withdraw pass or withdraw fail and replace course   
  with IOA or dual college credit course
 • Withdraw after 1st trimester and receive a withdraw fail and replace IOA or dual credit   
  course
 • Student may continue auditing any course until a replacement course begins.

If the replacement course is taken outside of HLS or Indiana On-Line Academy, the student is respon-
sible to provide the records for inclusion on their high school transcript.

SOCIAL AND CULTURAL POLICIES
Of central importance at HLS, is the quality and manner in which education is presented. To 
maintain this focus, we strive for a distraction free environment that supports learning and our 
aims for excellence in both academics and Christian character. neat and professional presentation 
in students’ physical appearance, their books, student work, an. In addition, we aim to practice 
and imitate the highest ideals of Christian character in our ethics and conduct.

UNIFORM
High school students wear a school uniform to class each day and to all formal school functions. 
Girls wear a skirt, blouse and sweater, and guys wear dress slacks, oxford and a tie. Tuesdays are 
formal dress days when students wear their House tie and full-dress uniform. On Fridays, students 
may wear an HLS monogrammed polo to class. On select days throughout the semester, there 
are special dress down days for outings, activities and presentations. *See the HLS Handbook for 
specific uniform and dress requirements.



TEXTS AND NOTEBOOKS
The student book fee covers use of both HLS texts and personal texts that students may keep and 
add to their personal library. Books of both types should be cared for in a manner that is neat and 
in good repair. HLS books should not be marked in any way and teachers may ask that certain 
texts are covered during the time of their use. 

We ask that students only mark their personal texts for necessary annotation and highlighting, 
and avoid drawing and doodling inside the text or on the spine and outside edges. Students will 
be asked to purchase new texts if they are ripped, contain drawings and marks or exhibit water 
damage.

STUDENT WORK
Development of a legible cursive hand is a valuable skill taught and developed in the lower school 
at HLS and maintained in the high school for all graded written work. New students are encour-
aged to learn or practice cursive handwriting and gradually incorporate this skill into their sub-
mitted work. Papers and lab reports may be submitted in a typed format.

High school students are expected to write in full complete sentences and strive to use grammar 
and spelling correctly in all their work. Point deductions may be taken by teachers for written 
work submitted that does not reflect this standard.

All graded student work is filed and stored by the student in a three-ring binder called the student 
resource notebook. This book serves as a tool for both the student and parent to access graded 
work to receive feedback on their work, and to use for cumulative study and review. Students 
leave the notebook at school but may bring it home at any time to show parents or use for person-
al study.

CELL PHONE POLICY
Cell phone use is not permitted during the school day. The School’s preference is that students 
leave their cell phones at home. If a parent determines their student needs a cell phone at school, 
the phone must be turned off and stored in the front zip pocket of their backpack. If a phone is 
seen or heard, it will be confiscated for the day and the student will be given a detention.

ELECTRONIC DEVICES
Unless directed by a teacher, students may not use cell phones, iPods, cameras, computers or 
other personal electronic devices in any campus building. Teachers will confiscate any electronic 
items seen or heard during the school day or during arrival and dismissal. This policy also applies 
to student participation in after school activities.

Students taking an HLS approved on-line course may make arrangements with the office for com-
puter use during their regularly scheduled class time. 



STUDENT CONDUCT
Student behavior, attitude, and physical disposition should contribute positively to the classroom 
environment and to the HLS culture of excellence in character. To that end, students are expected 
to uphold the HLS Code of Student Behavior and the Code of Christian Conduct.

Our goal for students is to help them identify and practice the attitudes and actions that embody 
Christian character by example from our staff, direction from parents, and the guidance of our 
Conduct and Behavior expectations.

When discipline or correction is required, we aim to work alongside parents within the discipline 
process, seeking to apply necessary and appropriate consequences for their choices.

CODE OF STUDENT BEHAVIOR

Character Qualities to Demonstrate:
 • Integrity: keeping one’s word, speaking the truth, doing one’s own work, carrying our 
  responsibility doing assignments adequately and on time)
 • Respect: for yourself, Highlands Latin School and its employees and students, and the 
  property of others
 • Courtesy: shown in all relationships, student to student or student to teacher/staff
 • Stewardship: for property, supplies and equipment of Highlands Latin School, as well as 
  care of personal items
 • Preparation: class readiness with attitude and supplies
 • Reconciliation: seek forgiveness and forgive others when an offense has been committed 
  or received

Behaviors to Refrain From:
 • Tardiness to class
 • Failure to follow the dress code
 • Careless and/or reckless behavior (e.g., throwing objects, running in halls, driving 
  recklessly, etc.)
 • Behavior that impedes the educational process
 • Use of cellular phones and electronics during school hours
 • Inappropriate public display of affection (e.g., holding hands, kissing, excessive hugging, etc.)
 • Profanity and vulgar or offensive speech and/or gestures
 • Dishonesty in any form, including lying, theft, cheating and plagiarism
 • Rebellious or disrespectful attitude
 • Skipping class, leaving campus without permission
 • Harassment in any form, both physical and/or sexual in nature (See the HLS Anti-
  Harassment and Anti-Bullying Policies)
 • Use and/or possession of illegal or recreational drugs or alcohol, this includes but is not 



  limited to, tobacco, e-cigarettes and marijuana
 • Use and/or possession of weapons and/or dangerous items (e.g., guns, knives, explosive 
  devices, including switch-blades/kitchen knives, etc.) 



HIGHLANDS LATIN SCHOOL – INDIANAPOLIS
Classical Christian Education K-12

2018-19 SCHOOL PROFILE
HLS, located in Carmel, Indiana, was founded in 2011, with a full high school 
program beginning in 2013. Our school serves students from around the 
Indianapolis area and suburbs. Our high school program has had 11 graduates 
to date.

SCHOOL PHILOSOPHY
Highlands Latin School is a classical, Christian school for students in grades 
K-12. Our goal is to provide a classical education comparable to the high 
standards set by educators of the past. With the support of parents, we strive to 
create an academic community of teachers and learners characterized by the 
highest expectations in scholarship and Christian character.

STUDENT ENROLLMENT AND CLASS SIZE
Our 188 students are divided into the Upper and Lower Schools. The Upper 
School, grades 7-12 comprises 64 pupils. The average class size is 14 students 
allowing teachers to develop and maintain strong personal relationships with 
each student. HLS welcomes students of any race, sex, religion, and national or 
ethnic origin.

HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM
The HLS Upper School employs a college-style schedule which operates 
Tuesday through Friday and consists of 24 class periods per week. The unique 
calendar places a premium on student efficiency, organization, and productivi-
ty. Highlands is a college preparatory school with rigorous academic standards 
in all classes, eliminating the need to designate between standard and honors 
courses. Classes run for a full year with most classes earning students 1 credit. 
Classes that meet only 1-2 times per week earn .25 or .5 credits depending on 
the workload expectation.

HLS GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS AND COURSE OF 
STUDIES
Math    4 
Latin    4 
English Studies  4 
Classical/
Christian Studies 4 
American/
Modern Studies  4
 

ACADEMIC YEAR STRUCTURE AND GRADING SCALE
The academic year consists of three trimesters. Only final grades are recorded 
on the student transcript and grades are unweighted. HLS does not disclose 
class ranking information.

91-100  A  80-81  C+  70-75 D
89-90  B+  76-79 C  69-0 F
82-88  B

HIGHLANDS LATIN SCHOOL
1010 E. 126th St
Carmel, IN 46033

317.519.5501
www.indylatinschool.org

JUDIE HUSTON
Principal

CINDY DAVIS
College Advisor
cdavis@indylatinschool.org

CEEB Code: 150444

Science   4 
Logic/Rhetoric 3
Music 
(4 years choir) 1
Club Sports 
(4 years)  1
TOTAL  29 credits
Greek (elective) 1-4



Classical Studies
 • Greek Drama: Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides
 • Latin Heroic Epic: Virgil
 • Classical Political Philosophy: Cicero  
  (On Obligations, The Republic & The Laws) 
 • Divine Comedy, Dante

Christian Studies
 • The Early Church; Early Christian Writings; Eusebius 
 • St. Augustine (City of God)
 • The Divine Comedy (Dante)
 • Christian Apologetics: Mere Christianity; Orthodoxy

English Studies
 • Julius Caesar, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, 
  The Merchant of Venice
 • An Experiment in Criticism, Jane Eyre, Hamlet, 
  Canticle for Leibowitz
 • The Scarlet Letter, Dover Anthology of American 
  Literature, Vol. I & II, The Great Gatsby
 • A Tale of Two Cities, Frankenstein, Heart of Darkness,  
  Dr. Faustus, Pride and Prejudice

Latin
 • Henle Caesar: Selections from Caesar’s Gallic War 
 • Henle Cicero
 • Latin I-IV Grammar courses
 • Latin Poetry & Literature & Church Fathers

Formal Logic & Rhetoric
 • Logic: Traditional Logic I & II; Material Logic
 • Rhetoric: Aristotle’s Rhetoric

American/European Studies
 • United States History
 • Modern European History I & II
 • Government and Economics

Science
 • Biology
 • Chemistry
 • Physics
 • Anatomy & Physiology
 • Advanced Physics

Math
 • Algebra 1
 • Geometry
 • Algebra 2
 • Pre-Calculus
 • Calculus

Greek
 • Basics of Biblical Greek
 • Selected translations from New Testament
 • Introduction to Attic Greek (Classical Greek)

SELECTED COURSES AND READINGS WITHIN THE HLS CURRICULUM

House System and Extracurricular Activities
Upper School students are organized into four Houses 
named for the four patron saints of the British Isles. Each 
House has four officers that serve a one-year term leading 
their House in service projects, social events, academic and 
athletic competitions, and the Renaissance competition. 

The House system works to build community and tradition 
among students as they compete for points in hopes of win-
ning the House Cup at the end of the year. Students also have 
the opportunity to participate in Yearbook Club, Speech & 
Debate Team, Hand Bell Choir, Greece and Italy trip, Upper 
School Retreat, Service Club, and Shakespeare Drama Club.

Offers of Admission for HLS Graduates
Arizona State University 
Ball State University 
Belmont University 
Beloit College
Boyce College
Butler University 
Calvin College 
Cedarville University 
Clemson University 
College of Charleston 
DePaul University 
DePauw University
Earlham College
Erskine College
Greenville Tech College
Grinnell College 
Grove City College 
Hope College 
Indiana University 
IUPUI
Indiana Wesleyan University 
Ivy Tech Community College 
Lipscomb University
Marian University
Miami University of Ohio 
Olivet Nazarene University 
Purdue University
Taylor University
The Masters College
University of Cincinnati 
University of Indianapolis 
University of Louisville 
University of Southern Indiana 
Valparaiso University
Xavier University
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